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Congratulations friends and shareholders on the setting of a silver standard -- twenty-five years at the 
helm of our own member-owned insurance company. Truth be told, this was not a milestone many 
would have laid odds we’d see back in 1986. Your average captive has a very 
short lifespan, and doesn’t come close to seeing its twenty-fifth birthday.  
 
Given the significance of this meeting, I’m going to de-emphasize my 
traditional, long dissertations on underwriting cycles, market competition, 
capital adequacies, claims trends, combined ratios and reserve levels 
somewhat in favor some reminiscing at the outset.  
 
Like any traditional story, this one starts in the past. Hark back to 1986, when 
regulators were breathing down the necks of community bankers and major 
insurance carriers would scarcely provide them the time of day, much less 
coverage. We really needed a “guardian angel”, and First Monetary became one, born of necessity in 
response to a unique set of market circumstances.  
 
The guardian angel analogy set me to thinking. As I sat down to draft this report and give it an 
appropriate framework, images from Frank Capra’s timeless Christmas classic, “It’s a Wonderful Life” 
popped into my head – and stayed there. If you haven’t seen the picture, you’ve led a very cloistered 
existence, and should immediately hop on Amazon.com and order a copy. The movie’s storyline is built 
around a business we’re intimately familiar with, and a dedicated individual who runs it. It leads the 
audience through a crisis of confidence and a triumph of underdog over big, uncaring business 
competitor and tyrant. The heartwarming close reveals how much good community-oriented visionaries 
bring to their neighbors but overlook.  
 
Perfect. Have you every considered just where we’d be and how different things might have turned out 
had First Monetary not been created? If you reflect back on significant events in our company’s history, 
there are many “Capra-esque” moments one can find. All the elements are there for an imaginary 
sequel, and the script practically writes itself. Picture yourself part of an all-star cast of characters for a 
couple minutes as we re-live some highlight clips … 
 

Scene 1 -- A community bank in central New York circa 1989.  This institution needed to raise 
capital, but regulators doubted the effort would succeed. Its   Directors were paralyzed with fear 
and commercial insurers refused to help. First Monetary stepped in and took on the risk. 
Result? The bank’s conversion plan proved successful and all stakeholders profited. The FDIC 
avoided a loss to its fund. Employees maintained their jobs. The town retained the benefit of a 
local institution. Isn’t it amazing how one entity and one decision can affect so many lives? 

 
Scene 2 -- Fast forward to 1991. With the passage of FIRREA, regulators set earnestly about 
the job of closing undercapitalized institutions.  Not every bank could be saved, but those that 
were marginal, developed reasonable recapitalization plans and had D&O insurance that 
included regulatory protection made the cut. Having First Monetary around made a real 
difference in a number of those cases.   

 
Scene 3 – Cross-dissolve to 1997. The BOD of one community bank and its CEO are at odds.  
The Board contends its manager lacks the vision needed to hold the reigns. To bolster the 
argument, one board member raises a point about this new thing he read about called the 
“internet”, and how it was about to revolutionize the delivery of products, information and 
services. The CEO calmly responded that he was not only fully informed on the issue, but the  
 

Francis J. Shashaty 
President & CEO
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bank had already secured a domain name and website through the INTERmoNETary System. 
He was ultimately retained. 

 
Scene 4 – Fade in to the present day.  A community bank wants to demonstrate to regulators 
and stakeholders that its business plan is progressing according to plan.  As an FM member 
with an E-Board solution in place, it was a simple matter to provide access to narratives and 
documentation on the subject to anyone – anywhere -- with the need to know and proper 
authority. On review, all parties walked away satisfied and impressed.  

 
I could go on, but the parallels between Capra’s movie theme and these real-life clips should already be 
apparent. Clearly, things might not have worked out so well for those who acted out the scenes had 
First Monetary not been around in the capacity of guardian angel to ensure happy endings. For the past 
24 conventions, we’ve recanted many such stories and compiled an impressive record of achievements 
in the process. It’s a wonderful tale! 
 
25th Anniversary Reflections 
 
A significant portion of the film story I’ve been comparing FM's with was devoted to the manager’s 
business philosophy, and his struggle to build, grow and maintain his company. This report would be 
incomplete if I didn’t do the same.  Distilled down to basics, here’s what First Monetary has managed to 
accomplish throughout its existence.  
 

• We insured institutions that could not obtain coverage directly. 
 
• We filled gaps in protection that commercial insurers did not. 

 
• We provided stable coverage at stable costs, ensuring budgetary predictability.  

 
• We initiated important coverage enhancements only belatedly embraced by commercial 

carriers.    
 

• We’ve innovated in service delivery, from automated applications to pioneering risk 
management communication systems delivered via the web.  

 
• We settled cases on behalf of our Members, permitting them to get on with their business.  

 
 
First Monetary did all this throughout its history while avoiding problems that plagued the broader 
insurance industry. Our core competency has been a   disciplined strategy of managing our balance 
sheet in three key areas: 
 

1. Asset quality – Our capital resides exclusively in FDIC insured instruments at member 
institutions.  

 
2. Claim reserve adequacy – Our approach has always been conservative.  

 
3. Reinsurance quality and appropriateness – Our traditional excess of loss and quota share 

reinsurance treaties are transacted solely with A-rated carriers. 
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No less significant a factor in our longevity and success has been our underwriting philosophy. Through 
our years together, FM has developed and refined a unique “Five Pillars of Underwriting” methodology 
for controlling the major income and loss expense components of its income statement. As the name 
implies, this fundamental component of our business has a multi-point foundation.  
 

1. Quality/Quantity of Underwriting Data 

2. Independent Internal Risk Assessment  

3. Policy Language 

4. Pricing 

5. The Underwriting Process 

Unlike FM’s balance sheet philosophy, our approach to underwriting is necessarily fluid. We constantly 
tweak and adjust it to reflect changes in the operating environment and prevailing conditions. This past 
year is no exception. The last twelve months saw these revisions and enhancements:  
 

1. In the Quality/Quantity of Our Underwriting Data 
 

• Member Self Examination Application – The 2010 revised application was directly derived 
from Regulator In-Charge exam questionnaires –  (Incorporated in 2010 - 34 pages) 

 
2. In Independent Internal Member Risk Assessment – We added an additional report to our 

standard review list 
 

• IDC (Employed since 1986) 
• Monetary System Ratio (Variant of Texas Ratio – employed since 1989)    
• FDIC Risk Based Premium Assessment (Employed since 1995) 
• LACE Financial (Incorporated for plan year 2010) 

 
3. In Policy Language 

• A revised regulatory limit schedule was put in place.  
 

4. In Pricing  
 

• Premiums modifications were altered to reflect new FDIC rate changes (Effective for plan 
year 2010) 

 
5. In the underwriting process 
 

• As detailed on page 41 in this shareholders report, KPMG, FM’s claims actuary, reports that 
outcomes have significantly bested broad-based industry results for more than a decade! 

 
I mentioned expense control above, a subject that necessarily includes ongoing efforts to strictly 
contain costs in the non-loss component of our business. First Monetary is a leader in this area, being 
the first company to implement an electronic solution to manage its overall board, management  
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reinsurance and audit processes. The track record speaks for itself. Many of our operating costs have 
been virtually frozen in time. 
 
The measure of First Monetary’s performance that we report to Board members and shareholders is 
based on six criteria. The parameters we monitor and a brief summation of our 2009 results can be 
summarized as follows: We’ll expand on the details as we work our way through the individual 
statement reports.    
 

1. Financial results – Is the direction positive or negative, and does anything appear worrisome? 
 

• No. FM’s financial results have been clearly consistent with budgeted projections for the past 
decade. 

 
2. Stress tests – Are the numbers holding up to current trends and pressures?  

 
• Yes. A review of the balance sheet and income statement show that our management 

methodologies and our numbers remain sound.  
 

3. Rationalization – Is there a significant discrepancy between what we thought would transpire 
and the actual outcome that requires rationalizations to explain away?   

 
• No. Outcomes were consistent with projections. Per past practice, we’ve conspicuously avoided 

rationalizations. If we’ve done our job correctly, none are required. Conversely, FM never uses a 
positive outcome to infer that we were or will always be smarter than our competition. That’s a 
laurel we could never afford to claim.      

 
4. Transparency – Has every element in the analysis been disclosed and independently verified? 

 
• Absolutely. The E-Board system puts comprehensive information at the complete disposal of 

First Monetary’s Directors, reinsurers, auditors and regulators and alerts them promptly and 
automatically to posted updates. 

 
5. Do we lack knowledge of what others are doing?  

 
• No. Our monitoring and reporting of developments in the general market is thorough and 

ongoing.  
 

6. Is there any disconnect between strategy and risk? 
 

• No. This is arguably THE MOST IMPORTANT of the six criteria on which we base our review. 
FM continuously recalibrates its strategy to match current market conditions and rapidly 
implements changes when required and where necessary. Following the success of our initial 
rollout strategy in 1986, there were three major realignments made to keep our company 
thriving these 25 years. 

 
The “Wraparound” Product Strategy 
 
In 1986, we configured FM to help banks that couldn’t obtain adequate coverage or key 
component coverage secure what they required. Some 45% of our community banks confronted 
this crisis at the time we entered the business, cumulatively representing 75% of all paid-in  
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premiums. Our challenge was assembling a risk pool that would prove attractive to reinsurers. 
We met it by adopting a strategy to build around what coverage remained available. D&O 
policies of the period prohibited purchase of secondary policy coverage, so FM created the first 
wraparound policy, excess of primary for commercial limits, but primary for regulatory actions. 
The prospect of higher combined limits held appeal to the remaining 55% of members who 
managed to maintain primary D&O during the crisis. With 100% of our group committed to 
signing up, we had our risk pool, and the reinsurance drought was broken.   
 
The “Product Halo” Strategy 
 
1995 saw a major market cycle adjustment and a return of commercial insurers in aggressive 
force. Premiums fell fast and far in the years that followed. Had FM blithely followed commercial 
market pricing in lockstep while maintaining broad limits and expanding coverage, we most 
certainly wouldn’t be celebrating this anniversary and you wouldn’t be reading this report.  
 
We recognized that our small company couldn’t hope to challenge the majors head-to-head, so 
we implemented what came to be referred to a “Product Halo” strategy. We shifted our 
emphasis away from the marketing and sale of D&O insurance and added an ancillary 
technology service and support arm. The new INTERmoNETary System offered IT education, 
web hosting and implementation support services that obviated the need for high-priced 
consultants. This was folded into the matrix as a standard benefit of membership and permitted 
FM to compete in the market on a basis other than price.  
 
The “Product Market Growth” Strategy 
 
In 1999, First Monetary recognized and identified emerging opportunities in the private 
mortgage insurance arena. We secured new treaties and ushered in our own PMI operation, 
setting up the first dual-choice program available in the market. The appeal of this program 
extended beyond New York, and ultimately led to new relationships with community bankers in 
Pennsylvania.   
 
The “Dynamic Stasis” Strategy 
 
By 2004, the internet had become a well established commodity and electronic payment 
providers moved into banking services. The banking industry had become extremely profitable. 
D&O insurers were tripping over themselves to insure it on terms our conservative company 
wouldn’t touch. 
 
A new dynamic stasis strategy was developed and implemented. It has guided all PROPHET 
business plans since. The stasis portion involved risk minimization. We moved into second 
policy positions on all coverages, dramatically reducing treaty placement costs. We pared 
meeting and marketing expenses dramatically. These actions permitted FM to maintain 
profitability and return to dividend paying status.  
 
The dynamic side of this strategy involved a focused concentration on the development of 
automated systems that could be employed internally to improve efficiency and reduce costs 
even further, and provide a platform for a new product that could be utilized by First Monetary 
members and marketed outside the company as a standalone service. This effort culminated in 
the introduction of our popular E-Board service. 
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The following chart details First Monetary’s recalibrations since inception: 
 
 

 
 
 
An underlying recognition of the inherent value that this company has come to represent over time is 
the glue that kept us together. In our years together, we’ve successfully navigated each stage of the 
traditional insurance cycle, adjusting our products and transitioning our services in direct response to 
changing markets, evolving regulatory standards, new business opportunities and unique challenges 
that arose at each step. Over the company’s lifetime, prudent and timely changes in underwriting 
practices helped us successfully transition from a high-cost, low availability provider of D&O coverage 
to the polar opposite without fundamentally altering First Monetary’s structure, mode of operation or 
reason for being.  

 
 

The fact that we’re still fulfilling our original mission of protecting decision-makers at community banks 
today, that we remain profitable, sound, cohesive and solidly in charge of our own destiny is 
tremendously gratifying. We’d like to think we’ve earned our guardian angel’s wings again this year. 
Rest assured that First Monetary will continue to work hard to keep them going forward. We love happy 
endings.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Frank J. Shashaty, President  & CEO 
 

First Monetary Mutual Limited 
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